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Eighth grade Kenyan students sit in class at Ruiru Primary School in Ruiru, Kenya. The school is a typical rural Kenyan school with overcrowding and a lack of books.
Many students are forced to stay home because they cannot pay school fees.
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Photos by Steven King Story by Amy Merrick
As I stepped out onto the open field at St George
Primary School, the mob of screaming, exuberant fans
quickly enveloped me. Lost in the sea of children, I
endured the hair pulling, hand shaking and general
frenzy of my small greeters. Unable to gain control, I
let myself be swept away by the endless questions and
requests to sing and dance for them.
After eight weeks in Ruiru, Kenya, this swnmer, I
now know the craze that must follow teen superstars
like Justin Tunberlake. Yet, it does not take vocal talent, sports skills or money to become an instant
celebrity there. You only need white skin, a ready
smile and a friendly wave to be seen as a stranger in
their world.
Hundreds of children rush to shake the hands of the uwazungu"
(white people).

Bracing for the attack

come at each of the eight schools I worked
with this swnmer in Kenya, teaching Bible
stories, songs and games. On this particular
day, without the aid of bodyguards, 600
children rushed at my team and me. At that
moment, I felt like a cross between a
celebrity and an attack victim.
With excited chatter and outstretched
hands, the students isolated each of the missionaries as they swarmed like bees to
honey. I found myself surrounded in a concentric circle of children, with never an inch
between my adorable "attackers" and me.
My red hair was a source of great entertainment, as small hands reached out

The greeting at St George was my customary wel-

Storms roll through region
BY DAVE SHINALL
AND JESSICA SASSEEN

Herald reporters
Western and Warren County
made it through a weekend of
storms relatively unscathed
compared to nearby Tennessee.
Tornadoes and violent thunderstorms ravaged 15 Ten
nessee counties, killed 16 people, injured more than 60 and
left in their paths hundreds of
millions of dollars in property
damage.
In Bowling Green, high
winds knocked down trees and
power lines.
Bowling Green Municipal
Utilities crews were busy
restoring power to dozens of
neighborhoods.
High water made some

Bowling Green streets impassable for short periods.
"The eastern part of the
county was hit the worst,"
Warren County Sheriff's Dispatcher Robbie Taylor said.
"We had a barn blow out in the
road in Smiths Grove."
State police reported no
deaths or injuries from storms
in the eight county area served
by the Bowling Green post.
At Western, several dorms
were damaged when water
flooded the buildings after a
strong thunderstorm pounded
the city Saturday night.
Water spread into the lobby
of Northeast Hall and was also
reported in Minton, Southwest,
McCormack and Gilbert halls.
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Over the

summer,
five
Western
students
went to
Africa.
Tuey were
changed

forever.
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Diddle opens
for games
BY JAY LIVELY A~D OLGA CRONIN

Herald reporters

Edward Linsmier/Herald
Sam Sankovich uses a special vacuum to suck water from the
carpet in the lobby of Northeast Hall just after 2:30 Sunday
morning.

Alleged rape in Meredith

Freshman, part 2

On Thursday:

Police investigated what they
called a date rape over the weekend. Page SA.

Read part two of the three-part
series on what it's like to be a
freshman on the Hill. Page lB.

Watch for the Herald's special
feature on the opening of "Chorus
Line."

Twenty-six hours before its unveiling,
Athletics Director Wood Selig waited anxiously for the signature that would allow people
into Diddle Arena Saturday to watch the
women's and men's basketball games.
State building inspectors signed a temporary occupancy permit F1iday afternoon. When
the Lady Toppers tipped off Saturday, the
beginnings of what would be a capacity crowd
had trickled in to cheer them on.
Fans hadn't been inside Diddle since the
arena closed in April for renovations.
If there had been a glitch, both games
would have been played in front of an empty
house. Western had no backup plan in the
event inspectors declared Diddle unfit for
occupancy.
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Check the Web at www.
wkuherald.com for a multimedia
presentation about senior Amy
Menick's trip to Africa
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Weather watch
Today

By the numbers

Wednesday

522 362

Thursday

572 402

Friday

562 432

Saturday

552 432
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ersville, Tenn., will not forget. In
It was a night the residents of Scatt
thunderstonn hit southern
·ng a severe
d
the early hours of Sun ay morm '
tonn brought torrential rain and
Kentucky and northern Tenne~see. The shell on earth as their lives and
strong winds. And for some, it broug~t .
through the rural area of
homes were shattered by a tornado ·nppmg
Scattersville.
.
h t residents saw all around them
The town's name was reflected 10 w bea
· s While residents surand personal 1ongmg .
- scattered homes, trees
Wi
land Tenn. came to
veyed the damage, Angela Johnson of estmore al belongi~gs
.
Th
th Graves find some person
.
he1p her sister, omo Y
'
.
52 lies a patch of land no
Between College Street and U.S. Highway
f ·i Wh th
. .
h .... to the Graves amt y.
en e
more than an acre m size. It was owe
.
. .
d th . ,..,,;ler One other trader w as uprooted, but
tornado hit, it uproote
eir ..... •
many were affected.
.
bed h
Thomothy Graves and her husband Steven had JUSt gone to.
w en
the tornado plucked their trailer from the ground and dropped it 30 yards

s

from its base.
h ·
"
"We tried to hide in the closet, but there wasn' t enou~, ttme, teven
Graves said. "I think we would have died in the c~oset.
Steven, a 22-year-old sanitation worker for the city of Po~and, Tenn.,
survived with cuts and a bruised liver. His 27-year-old wife was cut
badly on her face and needed stitches on her leg.
. ,,
"It was 30 seconds of hell - a ride I won't forget my whole hfe, he
said. "But everybody's all right, and that's the most important thing. I
wish I had my stuff but I can replace that." he said.

'

- Nina Greipel

Greipel is a senior photojournalism major f rom Louisville. She can
be reached at ninanadine@yahoo.com.
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► Crime Reports

Police

♦ Marshall Glenn Leach,
Poland
Hall,
was
chargedFriday with driving
under the influence and speeding in a restricted zone. He
was released Sunday from
Warren County Regional Jail
on a $600 surety bond.
♦ Mark David Zieike,
Highland Co urt, was charged
Friday with alcohol intoxica-

Arrests
♦ Courtney Beth Collins,

Northeast Hall, was charged
Thursday with rece1vrng
stolen property under $300
and criminal possession of a
forged instrument. She was
released Friday from Warren
County Regional Jail on a
court order.

tion.
He
was
released
Saturday from Warren County
Regional Jail on time served.
♦ Elizabeth C. Cutchins,
Northeast,
was
charged
Sunday with driving under the
influence. She was released
the same day from Warren
County Regional Jail on a
$500 unsecured bond.
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Tender cuts of
all-white-meat
chicken breast with a
kick of Buffalo flavor
baked right in.

AAil 4>M

♦ John P. Watson, BarnesCampbell
Hall,
reported
Saturday $2,511 in property
stolen from his dorm room.
· ♦ Abby M; Borror, PearceFord Tower, reported Sunday a
stereo wortli $ 179 stolen from
her 1994 · Chrysler · LeBaron
parked at old Bowling Green
Junior High School. . Damage
to the vehicle totaled $500.

Reports
♦ Anthony L. Bahr, Keen
Hall, reported Friday a license
plate worth $ 15 Stolen from his
1994 Volkswagen Jetta parked
in Egypt lot.
♦ Scott H. Campbell, K&D
Electric Inc., reported Saturday
$525.75 in electric equipment
stolen from the fine arts center.
1
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E press Tan ·
2495 Scottsville Rd
783-0107
In The K-Mart Shopping Center

~

Meredith resident
claims date rape

I

BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter

28-Beds
't

Try a 10-pc. order
for Just SS.99

es

h

with any pizza purchase

Serving West B.G. & WKU:

781-9494
B.G. Bypass Vicinity:

South B.G. & Dine In:

781-6063
1505 U.S. 31W Bypass

781-1000
3901 Scottsville Rd.

TWO 14"
Large 2-Topping
Pizzas

.
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220 1 Stonehenge Ave.
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PARTY PACK!
II
I FOUR 14" Large I
1 1-Topping Pizzas :

-., ·c onvenien·t Hours
Open 7 days a week

,.,.

! $14?9 ! $24~0 :

I~.

Expires: 11-30-02

I

Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pine.

# 11 2

•

I
I

,'. ·

I~.
I
I

Expires: 11-30-02

~ Deep Olah $1.00 extra per pina.
.

Offer valid with coupon only.
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Cu,tomer pays applicable sales tax. ...

I

''. ·

AdditionalTopplngs
$1.25 each per pins. # 103x4
Offe, valid with coupon only.
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Custom9f pays applicable sales tax.

I
I
I

I

I

~Ttii'ooMiN'iToR=-1•1--MEGADiAL!--~

1 16" EXTRA LARGE I Any 14" Large Pizza :
I 1-Topping Pizza I Any Number of Toppings 1

: s999 ! $1099 :
I
I
I A

■

Expires: 11 -30-02

,.+l!.

II "ti,'· ··

Additional Toppings only $1.25 each.

#147
Offer valid with coupon only.
Coupon not valid with any other offer.
Cu,tomer peys applicable sale, tax.

I
I A

■

Expires: 11-30-02
Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.

1 , - + l ! .No doubleloppings.

I "ti, ' ··

J.

·

#1101111

Offer valid wtth coupon only.
Coupon not valid with any other offor.
Customer pays applicable sal1t tax.

I
I
I

II

~----------~----------~
: s7.99 : s999 :
I! DELIVERY SPECIAL
14" Large
1-Topping Pizza

I
I

14" Large
I
1 1-Topping Pizza & I

1

:

8-pc: CinnaStix•

I
■
I
■
I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
Expires: 11-30-02
I
Deep Dish $1.00 extra per pizza.
~ Deep Dish $1.00 extra P"' plna.
A
AdditionalTopplngs
#105 I ~ . AddlUonal Topplnga
#143
~~.
only
$1.25
each.
•
only $1.25 each.
I "ti . Offervalldwtthcoupononly.
I
.
.
Offervelld wlth_coupon only.
Coupon not valid wtth any other offer. I
' . Coupon
not valid with any other offer.
I , •. Customer
pays applicable sales tax.
Customer pays appllcabla sales tax.
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Hair, Tanning, c, Nails . X··;: . . ·

wo~iiettof

Thank you Western students, faculty and staff for ·a
fitst
year. It has be.en a pleasure to meet each and euery one of you. If
we hauen't met, stop in and say hello!
·

Rnniuersary Specials
Nouember 12-15
• t free uisit with any tanning package purctiase
• 5 sessions for $15 plus 1 free ulsit
• 28% discount on products

We carry Paul Mitchell, Bed Head, MatriH, American Crew, ICE, OPI,
Redken, Dudley & more
Uislt one of our stylist for those upcoming formals.
First Floor
Bates Runner
Residence Hall

Walk In's

call

Student
reports
· -rape

we1c·ome or

745-6155·

A female stude nt reported
being raped early Saturday
morning in M eredith Hall.
Campus
police Capt.
Eugene Hoofer said the
reported incident was date
rape, and campus police have
identified the male who
allegedly committed the
offense.
"We know who the person
was," Hoofer said.
He did not know if the
suspect was a student.
The female student has
told campus police she will
n~t press charges, Hoofer
said, and police have closed
their investigation.
The female student would
not comment about the incident yesterday. The Herald
does not publish the names of
reported rape victims.
_The ~lleged rape· was
repo~ed to campus police by
Ingnd
Woods
assistant
director of th; A cademic
A~yising Center, at about 5
a.m.
According to a campus
police report the female student was taken to the Medical
Center Saturday
Howard Bailey, dean of
student Life, said that
despite the victim's decision
~ot ~o pr~ss charges, the un!ersity Will continue investigating the reported rape to
determine if there was a violat~?n of university policy.
. That doesn't keep the
university from pursuing it,"
he said.
Bailey said his office was
galh ering statements yesterday, but he hadn't yet
reviewed them.

Reach Joseph Lord at
news@wkuherald.com.
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STORM: 'After 10 minutes, over half the lobby was flooded'
CUT!NUU Fur,, Pur 1A

photo by Brett Marshall
Central City sophomore John LIie enjoys the rain Sunday night by sliding into a pud-

dle on t he front lawn of Rodes Harlin Hall. The Bowling Green area was pounded
Saturday and Sunday by thunderstorms .

Northeast resident assistant
Chase Sewell witnessed the
flooding of the Northeast lobby.
"I was the RA on call that
evening," Sewell said. "Because
of the tornado warnings I wanted
to make sure that everything was
OK at the front desk."
Sewell found water seeping
into the hall's doors nearest
Grise Hall. It wouldn't get any
better.
"After 10 minutes, over half
the lobby was flooded," he said.
Students in Northea,;t were
warned about the potential
flooding and advised to move
their belongings off the floors of
their rooms.
The water was the highest
near the building's connector
door, where it went down a hallway and soaked into carpet,
Sewell said. Water also saturated
into the walls and woodwork of
ground floor classrooms in
Northeast.
This is not the first time the

directional hall have flooded
after a big n.in "-outhwest flood
eel earlier in • ·· semester.
Facilit•.!,
Management
Director D~ I\" Ault would not
say if the um crsity has any plan
to fix the re, rring problem and
referred questions to Pat Hall,
project team leader for the
Student Life Foundation.
Hall could not be reached for
comment yesterday.
Bowling Green was caught
Saturday in the northern edge of
a long squall line of stonn cells
lined up one behind the other.
The line hammered its way east
across Northern and Central
Tennessee,
said
Michael
Trapasso, a geography and geology professor at Western who
teaches meteorology classes.
"When thunderstorms align
themselves, they come by like a
wall of thunderstorms rather
than individual cells," he said.
The fact that the heaviest
stonn cells lined up east to west
instead of north to south spared
Western, he said.

The killer tornadoes in
Tennessee were rare for this late
in •' e year. Tornado season usuall} .!Xtends from March through
Ju,;e for this part of the country,
Trapasso said.
Near Clarksville, Tenn., a tornado sheared cables mooring a
mobile home to its concrete pad,
carried the mobile home 165 feet
across Port Royal Road and shattered it, killing the couple asleep
inside.
"It literally, when I arrived on
the scene, looked like an explosion," said Deputy Ted Denny,
spokesman for the Montgomery
County Sheriff's Office.
The only structural damage
the
storms
caused
in
Montgomery was to the lone
mobile home, Denny said. The
only people hurt or killed there
were the couple inside, Dennis
Tooby, 45, and his wife Karen, a
teacher.
Reach Dave Shinall and
Sasseen at
11ews@wkuherald.com.
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DIDDLE: Arena gets final OK
hours
before
first
game
to
start
.
.

PAr.r

Families, friends and colleagues
mingled Saturday in the spacious, carConstruction Manager Shane Butler peted rooms. Children played with their
said numerous construction workers toys while some of the adults checked
were busy preparing for Sat4rsJay night. sport scores on TV.
"We did what we had to do to get our
Franklin Bank employee Steve
temporary occupancy permit," Butler. Marcum said he enjoyed the intimacy
said. "Friday, at 2:30, we finally got the that the open-air design pennits.
signature frotn the inspectors. It was sort
"It still allows you lo react with the
of scary."
crowd," Marcum said. "You're still in
The fans in the seats would hli'Ve on the action. And it's a great view from
been disappointed if Diddle· hadn't up here."
opened, but a corporaticm paying
There were no sounds of hammers or
$27,500 a year to lease one of the 16 bulldozers at Diddle Saturday - just
new luxury suites had more to lose than cheers. Fans watched as the Lady Topmissing the games.
pers won easily and the men's team fell
Many of the leasors entertained to the Globetrotlers.
potential bu~iness clients while
To help people find their way around,
Western's teams took care of business maps of the arena were handed to fans
on the floor.
as they entered Diddle. Ushers stood at
National City Bank president Rick every entmncc and seating gateway to
Seadlcr said he was impressed with his provide help. Signs pointed to
company's suite and that the evening restrooms, first aid points and conceswas a success.
sions.
''What an entertainment experience for
Glasgow freshman April Best was an
us," peadlet ~d"What (Selig) ha, done usher for the opening game.
to rehovate di~ Diddle An..'Tla is amazing.
"We were told to keep the aisles
We have a suite at Freedom Hall, Papa clean and to help people if they look
John's Stadium and Rupp Arena.... This lost," Best said.
riyals all ~ose other markets."
Best and the other ushers welcomed
t'thl silt, J t)il.ie.b<lst a WCI oar, farts fnfd ·a t#rghter Diddle.
reMg°lar8t-,Yo 1"fs~;c&ple of ~i-8,., I 1fl\a'1'1ttfJl..vJy~• 'dn 'e'aCh fl(\Mt~pofll!O
Z-Boys and 16 chair-back seats.
, newly painted walls and more lighting.

CUT' ¥EO FROll

1

Inside the arena, two parallel lines of
lights lit up the basketball court.
The scoreboard that previously hung
in the center of the arena was replaced
by two large video screens in opposite
comers of Diddle's upper concourse.
Louisville sophomore Annie
Henning watched the game from the
student section next to the court. She
liked the feeling of more space.
"It's more open and brighter,"
Henning said.
Henning, who is disabled, said the
renovations made it easier for her to
access places in the arena using her
wheelchair.
James McCoy, assistant supervisor
for Facilities Management, said he was
happy with what he saw.
"So far, things are looking great,"
McCoy said. "From game to game,
Henrik Edsenius/Herald
people are going to see the change. It
Emlly
Marcum
of
Bowling
Green
cheers
from
Franklin
Bank's Diddle
will keep progressing."
McCoy said the clean-up effort for Arena luxury suite.
Saturday's games began two weeks ago.
tions."
Workers had to deal with thick dust that considering."
Because the ball game sold out, Selig
Selig said the event was a success
had built up over the past six months.
said
between '300 and 500 fans were
despite
the
ongoing
renovation.
"Two weeks ago there was a half an
"Very rarely would you invite 8,000 turned away.
inch thick of dust on the floor," McCoy
said.· 1'"l'he housekee11ers worked people into a construction site that wa.s
, c~tremety,hard to keeirtheplace·clean. I· only- 25 percent complete,'' he said. Reach Jav lively and Olga Cronin at
11ews@wkuherald.com.
think they've done an excellent job, 'There was nothing but positive reac-

AFFORDABLE AUTO SALES
Many nice vehicles under $4,000!

Clean, Quality
Pre-Owned
Vehicles
cell 791-1151
2835 Louisville Road

Office 846-3325

Bowling Green, KY 42101

u take care of the pat i e nts,
we'll help take care of the

[tuition].
If you want to give your nursing career a shot

in

the arm, you need experience -

not the headache of how to pay your tu1t1on. Qualtfy for an ArJ!ty ROTC nursmg
scholarship, and you'll not only get hands--on ltnical training, you'll develop
leadership skills you'll be able to tap nto for your entire career. Talk to us at the
Army ROTC department. We'll take care of you.

ARMY ROTC

Unlike any other college conrae ,on can take.

Careers In Nursing
If you're looking for a challenging and interesting career in nursing,
you'll find it at Norton Healthcare As the largest health care system
in Kentucky, there are plenty of opportunities to learn and grow
professionally, and participate in the kmd of quality care that really
makes a difference in patients' lives.

The Norton atmosphere is friendly and community oriented, with
an emphasis on quality of f,fe and flexibility. Plus, you'll enjoy
Louisville's vibrant and affordable Midwestern lifestyle. We also
offer a competitive compemation package with complete benefits,
including a 403(b).
Contact Christle Hodges today and get on to a great COIWI'
with Norton Healthcaret Don't forget to aslc about ,,,.. other
health care opportunities,

(S02) 62 9-SSSO
(BOO) 8 33-7915
Fax: (502) 629-3695

Emall: chrlstle.hodges@nortonhealthcare.org
www.nortonhealthcare.com
,

-NORTON·
~-

For detaHs, Visit the ROTC Department

or Call ?~-6054

HEALTHCARE

Equal Opportlnly ~ • M'l'i ON

--u----~--------------------------------------------Contact=

Tbe Oreed
"Congress shall make no law ...
abridging the freedom of speech,
or of the press ... "

Editor Caroline Lynch:
editor@wkuherald.con,
News editor Rex Hall Jr..
news@ wkuherald.co~
Opinion editor Brandy Warren:
herald@wkuhera/d.con,

OPINION

- First Amendment, U.S. Constitution
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Editorial

l:,1-'r:ry vote counts.

Letters to the editor
·ty believed the entire program
the comrnum n efuninated.
should have beethe fact is that the football pro.
We saw a story on our newscast Tuesday
However,
.
. ,
tc f
. d the umvers1ty s vo o no connight about a man on campus who works at gram survive
.
f th
.
d has grown 10to one o e premier
Western, was a star athlete and a World War II
veteran. The man's name: Dero Downing. fidenc:e a:ons in I-AA football. In the last three
orgamalza
the team has won a conference
Downing, of course, is the namesake of the Years one,
.
_c
h .
.
hip
played 10 a comerence c amp1•
Downing University Center. That got us think10
ch~P :ie i:nd gone to the playoffs twice.
ing: How many buildings on campus are onship
g
. • "Would any student or any
The quesuon is,
named for significant contributors to the uni.
the
community know there was still
versity?
10
person
th 'd of a media source?"
.
Simply put, there are only a few buildings
team without e ai The answer is probaa
on campus not named for key figures in
bly not, with the excepst
tion of our dedicated sup: : ~~/
"Despite.
more of a porters
and the Phi Delta
spicuou~ly left out of ~e difference on the Hill than
Theta
fraternity.
To these
celebrations.
Despite
•
people,
I
would
like to
making more of a differ- most anyone else mthe
express my gratitude, but
ence on the J:lill than most 96anyone else m the 96-year
year h"1story Western, to others, my disappointment.
history of Western, one one man stands to be
It's been puzzling over
man stands to be forgotthe last four years to witten, remembered only by forgotten, remem re
ness the apathy associated
a banne~ or. a couple of only
a banner or a
with Western football. I
plaques m Diddle Arena.
• D"ddl
The man is John couple of plaques m I e have heard every excuse
possible for not attending
Oldham.
Arena• The man is John
the home games. Students
Oldham was a basketcomplain about the startball All-American under
ing time, the weather, the
Coach Diddle in the
1940s, but his legacy - James Brandenburg and Ben Idle offensive strategy and
stands to be much more
Louisville junioNi various other issues.
As a freshman, I was
than that He coached
College High School to
inclined to believe these things were truly
the Boys' Sweet Sixteen and coached Western associated with the poor attendance at home
from 1964-1971, leading the Toppers to multi- games.
.
.
ple NCAA Tournaments and the program's
I slowly realized these issues were urelelone Final Four.
vant, and I developed my own theory.
After the 1971 season, Oldham retired from
The theory is that the student body has no
coaching and served as Westem's athletics pride. A minority will resent this statement and
.director until 1986. Plus, Oldham became a may do so on legitima~ grounds, ~~t the
part-time instructor at Western after his retire- majority have earned this label, so 1t s the
ment, teaching a basketball coaching class majority I'm referring to.
every semester.
It's amazing all of the tailgaters who attendOldham is a member of nine halls of fame, ed Homecoming and how many actually made
including the Kentucky Athletic Hall of Fame, it to the game. Maybe we should play flag
Westem's Athletic Hall of Fame, and most football at halftime in order to attract all of the
recently Westem's Hall of Distinguished fraternities and sororities or allow the goalAlumni.
posts to be torn down at the end of every conHowever, future students and faculty will
test. These comments aren' t intended to be
know of John Oldham only through a banner
bearing his name in Diddle Arena, or a story offensive but to simply remind you of the frussomeone thinks they remember from back tration which is felt when it's senior night, a
championship caliber game is about to be
when.
And so, as next semester will be Oldham's played and there are not more than 300 students in the stands . . . I guess if we had
last as an instructor on
Kentucky's air raid
the Hill . . . we propose
offense and lost every
that Diddle Arena's new "These comments aren't
game, the fans would
playing floor (installed intended to be offensive but
before the 2003-04 seaflood the gates. The fact
son) be named "John to simply remind you all of
of the matter is that the
Oldham Court."
student
body should
the frustration which is felt
As Oldham leaves
show some pride in their
the realm of Westem's when it's senior night, a
school's
athletics,
faculty .. . it's only fitregardless
of
our
offenting that he's celebrated championship-caliber game is sive strategy, the weathin a way Western bas- about to be played and there
er, the game time or any
ketball fans can see for
other meaningless justiare not more than 300 stuall time.
fication. Athletics bring
For a man who dents in the stands."
notoriety and positive
meant so much to
benefits to our campus,
Western and continues
Brian
Lowder
so it's a shame to witto influence so many
Bowling
Green
senior
ness
the neglect they get
lives here, it's only fitby the student body and
ting.
much of the community.
James Brandenburg and Ben Idle,
One more thing, to the resident assistants
Western NewsChannel 12 Sports
who are so tom between their sacred policy
Louisville juniors
~andbook and the realities of tailgating, get a
life! It's not like we don' t have attendance
Students have no pride
problems as it is. Your crying antics for justice
As a native of Bowling Green, I remember by the book will only diminish what's left of
firsthand the problems which Western football our already numbered crowd.
struggled through. The team was not exactly a
Brian Lowder
college powerhouse, and many members of
Bowling Green senior
'
'

Name court after John Oldham
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making

of

be d

by

Oldham."

·Elections critical;··,help
should be commended
estern students, faculty and staff
live in a democracy where every
vote counts. The more they participate in elections, the more active
they are in our democracy.
And they just might be helping Western in the
end. That's just fine with us.
Many Western folks helped out with this
year's election long
From senate races to before last Tuesday
around. They
sheriff races, elections rolied
planned. They campaigned.
Four Western
professors placed
Western to realize how their name on the
ballot for city compivotal they
Every m1ss10ner.
One,
Alan W. Palmer,
won.
Government department head Saundra Ardrey
directed campaign strategy for incumbent Dan
Hall.
The College Republicans helped Mike
Buchanon win the Warren County JudgeExecutive seat. They also helped elect Cedric
Burnam, Warren County's first black magistrate.
The College Democrats helped their party
retain three seats on the fiscal court and win their
races for sheriff, jailer and county clerk.
Then, there are the Westerners who made it out
to the polls to vote.
Some students voted in Bowling Green elec-

are crucial.
It's important for
are.
vote counts.

•

tions while some
hiked back to their
hometowns to cast a
ballot.
From senate races
to sheriff races, elections are crucial.
It's important for
everyone at Western
to realize just how
pivotal they are.
Every vote counts.
Kudos to the people who helped out.
It's refreshing to
see that people care
about their community and even sacrifice their time to help the
process.
There's a strong connection between Western
and Bowling Green.
The two count on each other to get things
done. The Diddle renovation wouldn't be underway without help from the city.
It's important to keep these ties strong.
Having influence in the city is important for a
university.
Good luck to the new officials. We trust we're
in good hands.
This editorial represents the majority opinion
of the Herald's JO-member board of student editors.
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State funding

Kentucky universities brace for possible budget cuts
BY MAI HOANG

Herald reporter
After working to alleviate an $18.5
million state budget cut in higher education last year, state schools are allocating
funds in anticipation of another cut this
year.
The Council on Postsecondary Education has advised state universities to
set aside 2 to 3 percent of their budgets to
offset a possible budget cut in the 20022003 fiscal year.
''I believe that if there's a revenue
shortfall, the executive branch will have
to ask agencies to cut back on spending,"
said Sherron Jackson, acting vice president of finance for CPE.
Beth Jurek, a state deputy budget
director, said the estimated shortfall
could be between $150 and $200 million.

Final numbers will not be available
until after the Consensus Forecasting
Group, a group of analysts and economists, meet to discuss the state's revenue
outlook, she said.
Ann Mead, Western's chief financial
officer, said the university has set aside 3
percent of its budget, just over $2 million,
this year to offset a possible cut. The,university will again use money brought in
by an increased enrollment.
'The tuition revenue to be covered
this fiscal year would likely be in excess
of our budgeted amount and would be
sufficient to cover a 3 percent shortfall,"
Mead said.
With no definite figures on a budget
cut, state universities have varied on the
amount they have chosen to reserve.
While Western has set aside 3 percent,
other universities have reserved as much

as 5 percent or as little as 2 percent.
Jackson said each university can use
its own discretion when determining how
it will set aside funding.
Ken Johnston, vice president for
financial affairs and treasurer at Eastern
Kentucky, said the school decided to set
aside 5 percent of its budget, or $3.4 million.
Three percent of that money will
come from a contingency fund that consists of money allocated by the state,
tuition funds and a new initiatives fund.
The remaining 2 percent will be generated from cuts across the board in the university's operating budget, Johnston said.
No academic programs were cut at
Eastern to accommodate the cuts,
Johnston said. Many of Eastern's academic and administrative departments chose to eliminate or reduce

vacant positions.
"It's hard to absorb reductions such
as this without impacting your personnel in some fonn or fashion," he said.
Angela Schaffer, associate budget
director for Northern Kentucky
University, said administrators there
have decided to withhold 2 percent of its
state-allocated funding in case of a cut.
"It's less disruptive to the instructive
process this way," she said. " ...The state
revenues are just uncertain at this time,
so we're being conservative."
Louisville plans on setting aside 3
percent of its budget - $4.5 million.
Money to fund the cut will come from
three different sources, said Susan
Ingram, assistant director of budget for
UofL.
The university plans to cut programs

funded by state allocations, including
the Kentucky Data Center, Metropolitan
College - a joint venue between the
university and United Parcel Service-and programs at the university's medical
school.
U of L will also use new tuition
money while trimming department budgets across the board.
President Gary Ransdell said it
would not be wise for Western to cut
any of its budgets.
"My objective is to avoid having to
cut directly into our budgets at a time
when we are trying to stretch our existing budgets to address our enrollment
growth," he said.

Reach Mai Hoang at
news@wkuherald.com.
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IS NOW EEING SERVt1)/
Stop by the Garrett Food Court and
get it made to order. or pick up some
to go at the DUC Food Court or at
one Qf our Convenience Stores!

Every woman i's unique. And, every stage of a woman's life is
different.
The physicians and staff of Women's Health Specialists are
dedicated to caring for the unique healthcare needs of women
throughout their lives, including the active and sometimes
challenging college years.

WHAT tS SllSHI?

~·;;.,,

Sushi is a specific style of Japane$e cuisine that combines
vinegar seasoned rice with a variety of seafood and
vegetables. The word "sushi" actually means "vinegar rice."
"Su" is the Japanese word for vinegar and "Shi" is an
abbrevation of the word "Meshi," a colloquial name for
cooked rice.

Contrary to
popular belief,
sushi is not all
raw fish. In
America, there is a popular
misconception that sushi
equals raw fish. Although
some sushi combinations
use raw fish, there are
many others that use an
array of ingredients
ranging from cooked fish to
vegetables. What you add
to it is your choice and is
only limited by your imagination.

Women's Health Specialists will work with each young woman
individually to provide her with the health services and inforfl}ation
necessary to tackle.all the new experiences associated with college
life. They offer a full spectrum of care from routine exams, such as
annual pap smears and prevention screenings, to discussions on
various birth control options. Obstetrical care for expectant mothers
and surgical procedures for gynecological problems are also
provided if needed.
Women's Health Specialists participates with most major insurance
companies.

c/4~ rww~
Jeffery W. Nemec, MD • Philip N. Priebe, MD
Deborah A. Kasica, MD • Devin G. Trevor, MD

(f(JfJ/ffUYn ~~~[IP~
c;;>

~✓/I-:?
/ .~- WKU
Dining
,...,
Services

11

Located next to The Medical Center

Medical Arts Building • 350 Park Stred, Suite 103
Bowling Green, KY 41101 • (170) 781-0075

Her~' s what you can afford for the Holidays due to Outrageous Cell phone Bills:
For the Mom:

For the Dad:

For the Significant Other:

•
Pocket Lint
(not actual size)

Paper Clips
(Not the colorful ones)

Pennies
(not shiny)

Our bill won't make you cut back on Holiday Shopping.
Use the Student Telephone Service! (270)745-5466 • (866)237-0007
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Girls at Rulru Primary School jump rope during a break from class. The rope was handwoven by several of the girls.

.-.

Photos by Steven King Story by Amy Merrick
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WORLD:

Americans tear down barriers, make impact

CONTINUED FROM FRONT PAGE
hesitantly to touch it and to lay their dark
arms up against mine.
By becoming a different face in a different world, I was tearing down barriers
and making an impact on the lives of
these precious children. Whether it was
our simple paper airplanes they had
never seen before or a digital camera that
they later could be seen using rocks to
imitate, they were fascinated with us.
No matter if we were walking or riding down the dirt-packed roads, we created a following of children. Shouting
choruses of "Hi, Emily" (their translation of "Amy"), they pressed their faces
to barbed-wire school fences and rushed
out of their homes to be near us, waving
excitedly and screaming excitedly "How
are you?" (They emphasized the word
"yooo"). I often felt that I was on
parade, waving like Miss America in my
ankle-length skirts.

Bridging the cultural gap
Wearing skirts was a part of the missionary experience that I endured
for the culture I was trying to reach.
Yet, my explanation of fashion in
America didn't exactly make the
right impression with my students.
"In America we do not wear
skirts," I found myself saying to a
group of uniformed primary school
children. "We only wear pants." In
response, the girls broke into hysterical laughter. Assuming that it was
my southern drawl English, which
provided an endless source of entertainment for my Kenyan students. I
repeated my American lesson. "In
America, I usually wear only pants
during the week and skirts to
church."

Unsure why I had become such a water, electricity or sewage system
comedian, I quickly changed the subject. (unless you count the streets).
Only later did I realize my cultural blunTouching death
der. In Kenya, jeans or long pants are
But perhaps the issue that affected me
referred to as "trousers," whereas the
the
greatest this summer is the one that
term "pants" means underwear. I had
no
one
in Kenya will ad mit to, or even
just informed 50 curious 10- to 12-yeardiscuss.
olds that in America, I usually wear
People are dying there by the thouunderwear only, no skirts. Try teaching a
sands
as they refuse to discuss the wideBible story to those kids after that misspread
sexual promiscuity and continue
take.
to
deny
their greatest problem -.AIDS.
That was my first of many cultural
The
reality
of death hits hardest as
lessons in Kenya. Kenya is a country
you
shake
someone's
hand one week,
where football does not mean a pigskin,
and
you're
discussing
their
burial service
but a soccer ball, and they want to know
the
next.
My
new
friend
Jane
was in her
what tribe you come from rather than
late
20's,
a
Christian
primary
school
your state. With these differences, conteacher
living
with
an
unfaithful,
husversations and daily life can range from
band
and
raising
three
children,
the
oldthe hilarious to the sobering.
est
of
which
was
six.
I couldn't look at life the same way
We had held hands and prayed about
after watching children with no shoes
an
elusive "illness" as I grasped for
playing in a four-foot pile of garbage in
words
and reminded her that "God is the
the streets. Or after visiting the Langata
great
physician."
Days later, I felt like a
slums of Nairobi, the second largest
fool,
when
the
diagnosis
for he r lingering
slums in Africa with over 600,000 resisickness
was
AIDS.
dents. The people there have no running

Two weeks later, Jane died.
The speed of her illness seemed
impossible given the time between the
diagnosis to her death. Yet, Jane had
been sick for a very long time - and the
obvious assumption had been AIDS.
Early testing in Africa seems trivial
when the drugs for prolonging your life
are scarce and the money to afford them
even scarcer.
Perhaps with Jane, just the truth of her
condition may have led her to a loss of
hope. Whatever the case, a strong
Christian lady became the victim, along
with her three small children - orphans
in the truest sense of the word.

Familiar face, different
woman
Needless to say, I am not the same
person returning to the Hill this fall after
the things I saw and the people I grew to
love. By becoming "a different face in a
different world" this summer, I had the
opportunity to experience life beyond the
comforts that my American life affords
and show love to people so unlike
my own.
What a humbling responsibility I
have knowing that by becoming the
minority, I had the ability to change
lives by the stories I told, the songs
that I sang and the hands that I
shook in that small Kenyan town. It
has already changed my life to
know that even with our physical
and cultural differences, we could
not stop the bond of friendship
from forming and the light of
understanding for a people so
unlike our own to break through the
barriers.
Reach Amy Merrick at
features@wkuherald.com.

Amy Merrick shows Rose Ogala, 21, of Ruiru, Kenya, how to make salsa.
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Students at Rulru Primary School race for the finish line during a game of "Red Light, Green Light" taught by the missionaries during physical education class. Right: Amy Merrick and Alice Jenkins minister to Kenyans while on the coast. These
two men wanted to marry white women so they could go to America. Many of the Kenyan people wish to travel to America
in any way possible.

My new friend Jane was in her late 20s, aChristian primary school
teacher living wtth an unfaithful husband and raising
three children, the oldest of which was 6.
Two weeks later, Jane died.

homemade weights in his "cube," a 10-foot by 10-foot home. Juma dreams of going to America and playing in the NBA. Below: Children play in a pile of
Sammy Juma works out ~1'th his
.
trash outside their home m Ruiru, Kenya.

Needless to say, I am not the same
person returning to the Hill this fall after
the things I saw and the people I grew to
love.
I had the opportunity to •.. show love to
people so unlike my own.

..........~
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;- BY JOSH BUCKMAN

Herald reporter

Western's swimming and diving team is still rolling after a
three-day stop in the land of
cheese.
Both the men and women
b,eat Wisconsin-Green Bay on
F,riday and Saturday before dispbsing of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
on Sunday.
. "I was really proud of our
kiids," head coach Bill Powell

said.
·: On Friday against the
:{:hoenix, the men gave a strong
team effort. Gord Veldman and
Jerrod Janes led the Toppers.
Veldman won the 100-yard backstroke with a time of 52.98, and
.fanes won the 100-yard freestyle
if! 48.24. Western won seven of
I'@ events to pick up a 133-109
win.
~ "It was a very long trip, but it
¢'as worth it," Veldman said.
t On Saturday, freshman James
Campbell came up big with wins
the 400-yard individual med(4:11.76) and the 500-yard
t}'eestyle (4:44.47) to lead
Western to victory over the
P,hoenix, 122-79. Campbell's
win in the 500-yard freestyle was

m
lh
I
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Senior Night."
The Lady Toppers hope to
ride the wave of confidence into
their own Senior Night match-up
with division rival Middle
Tennessee State tonight.
The game will mark
Western's first appearance in
Diddle this season. But it will be
a bittersweet debut.
Standout senior setter Sara
Noe will take her final bows as
she plays her last home match.
The "Sara Noe Era" covered
the most successful four-year
span in school history. The
record-breaking senior was a part
of 95 victories and only 32 losses.

"I guess it's a nice surprise"
the soft-spoken leader said of finishing her career in Diddle. "It's
important because I have been
playing here my whole four
years."
Coincidentally, the Lady
Toppers' overall win streak started back on Sept. 25 with a 3-1
victory at MTSU.
If Western beats the Lady
Raiders tonight and North Texas
on the road Friday night, the
Lady Toppers would get their
first 30-win season in 11 years.

Reach Michael Casagrande at
sports@wkuherald.com,

HOPE: Denver to lose six seniors
CONTINUED FROM

10A

said. "Everyone played with their
hearts. Denver is just a great
team."
After a disappointing finish to
the regular season, the team
returned home feeling positive
about the tournament.
Western (10-9-0) beat a higher-seeded Louisiana-Lafayette
on Thursday after losing to them
in overtime during the regular
season. When Western played
~-

""-

..,,,
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first ball dropped in Jonesboro,
the Lady Toppers took the court
in Arkansas' state capital.
After dropping game one to
the Lady Trojans, Western rallied
to win the next three games.
Hudson said he was glad to
see his team battle back for the
win a night after clinching the
Sun Belt crown.
"Against Little Rock, we
kinda struggled at first," Schiff
said. "But then we adjusted, and
we all started doing our jobs. It
was a big win since they played
with a lot of emotion on their

almost 13 seconds faster than the Ross and Rachel Buncher each
closest competitor.
had two first-place finishes.
Sunday against UWM, Kacsir won the I-meter and 3Campbell had two more first meter dives with scores of 223.73
place finishes in the 200-yard and 207.60. Ross won the 500individual medley and 500-yard and 1000-yard freestyles in
freestyl<t with times of 2:00.19 5:17.54 and 10:43.05. Buncher
and 4:4,:\.60 en route to a 140-88 won the 100- and 200-yard
Western'win.
freestyles in 55.12 and 1:52.28.
The biggest surprise this And freshman Jordan Beck set a
weekend was Stephen Ayers, pool record in the 200-yard butwho had two wins in the 200- terfly with a time of 2:09.35.
yard breaststroke - considered a
Western won 135-106.
weak event for the men (5-0).
On the final day in
"I focused more on the race Milwaukee, Carol Brown won
mentally," Ayers said. "I also the 50-yard freestyle in 25.43 secloosened up before meets."
onds and the 100-yard freestyle in
The women's team was led by 55.67. And Beck set another pool
diver Marci Kacsir, who won record, this time in the 200-yard
five of the six women's diving backstroke (2:09.47).
events during the three days.
"It really feels good," Beck
'1 was kind of prepared to said. "We've really come togethdive tired," Kacsir said. "For me er as a team."
to dive, I can't get too angry or
The Lady Toppers won the
happy. You have to distance meet 142-96, improving to 11-2.
yourself from your emotions."
Next week the Hilltoppers
On Friday night against the compete in their first home meet
Phoenix, Kacsir and Meredith of the season against NAJA
Mountjoy combined for four of Cumberland College. The meet
the Lady Toppers' six wins in a should allow Powell to shuffle
133-89 victory. Kacsir won the 1- the lineup.
meter (216.53) and the 3-meter
(200.85) events.
Reach Josh Buckman at
The next day Kacsir, Lisa sports@wkuherald.com.

3

Lady Tops win 14th straight

THIRD:

'. Toppers sweep three in Green Bay
'

-

2

Denver on Oct. 13, the Lady
Pioneers scored five first-half
goals - compared to one on
Friday.
''We weren't (at the tournament) to lose." Neidell said. "The
game against Denver was real
encouraging. We were in the
game the whole way. To have an
opportunity to win, up until the
final eight minutes, was where
we wanted to be."
Sophomore midfielder Joce-

lyn Roach, who scored the gamewinning
goal
against
Louisiana-Lafayette on Thursday, was named to the All-Sun
Belt tournament team.
Sophomore forwards Allison
Nellis and Crystal Chapon, along
with
sophomore defender
Melissa Robinson, were named
to the All-Sun Belt second team.

Reach Jay Lively at
sports@wkuherald.com
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SCiA has thousands Pf d~l~ars to improve
our campus, what .do i<r>u Want don~?\,
Contact us at 745-4354 of at
sga@wku.edu.
'
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Western Kent{.Jcky Vr,ivetsity's

STUDENT GOVERNJ\1ENT ASSOCIATION

SPRING BREAK

SPRING BREAK

Early Specials! Spring Break
Bahamas Party Cruise!
5 days $299! Include Meals,
Parties! Awesome Beaches,
Nightlife! Departs From
Florida! Get Group- Go
Free!! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

Early Spring Break Specials!
Cancun & Jamaica From $429!
Free Breakfast, Dinners &
Drinks! Award Winning
Company! Group Leaders
Free! Florida Vacations from
$149! springbreaktravel.com
1-800-678-6386

SPRING BREAK '03
ONE CHECK PAYS IT ALL!!
with StudentCity.com!
All utilities included and only
Air, Hotel, FREE
minutes to campus. New carpet, FOOD & DRINKS and 150%
on -site laundry, lot of space &
Lowest Price Guarantee!
big rooms. Pre-lease today for
REPS WANTED! Earn
, January move in. 1 BR $459;
2 FREE TRIPS, VIP
2 BR $549 Call now 781-5471.
treatment & cash!
Call 1-800-293-1445
Only one 4 bdrm left!
or email
Adjacent to campus. All applisales@studentcity.com!
ances including washer & dryer.
CALL SIMS REALTY.
#1 Spring Break Vacations!
842-7919.
110% Best Prices! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida,
Close to campus l bdrm. apt.
Texas. Book Now & Receive
$275-$300 month. Lease and
Free Parties & Meals.
deposit required 846-2397.
Campus Reps Wanted!
1-800-234-7007
3 bdrm at St. James Apts.
endlesssummertours.com
1133 Chestnut. Some utilities
paid $575/mo. 781-8307
*** ACT NOW!
Close to campus. 3 bdrm,
Guarantee the best spring
, 2 bath. Large kitchen, laundry
break prices! South
room. Carpet, central heat &
Padre,
Cancun, Jamaica,
,
air. Deposit & references
::"
required. $255 per student.
Bahamas, Acapulco,
::
No pets. Call 791-3551.
Florida & ~rdigras.TRAVEL
I
•••••••••••••••••••
FREE, Re~Needed, EARN
;: FOR LEASE: 2 bdrm condo,
$$$. Group Discounts for 6+.
2 full baths, I car garage.
1-888-IHINKSUN
Extremely nice. 186 Lost River
Lane. Located near Western
( 1-888-844-6478 dept 2626) /
,, Place. $800/mo $500 security www.springbreakdiscounts.com
::
deposit. Call 202-1954.

!WKU ARE YOU GOING?
GO DIRECT! WHOLESALE
Spring Break packages! Lowest
group rates guaranteed!
www.springbreakDIRECT.com
1-800-367-1252

...................
Great deal 2 bdrm. apt.
$350/mo. Lease and deposit
required 846-2397.

...................

3 bdrm house for rent @ 319
College Street. Reference &
deposit required. No smoking
or pets allowed. $475/mo. Call
842-4923 or 991-3192.

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

...................

Spring Break 2003 with STS
America's # 1 Student Tour
Operator. Sell Trips, earn cash,
Travel Free. Information/
reservations 1-800-648-4849
or www.ststravel.com

...................

R.cX.,MMATE

HELP WANTED

Female Rommate Needed! Rent
$167.50. Chestnut Street 5 min.
from campus. Call 746-9312.

Bartending Trainees
needed. $250/day
potential. Local positions
1-800-293-3985 ext 214.

...................

...................

1 roommate needed in
Stonehenge. Please call
(270) 781-7161 or

...................
(502) 802-2866.

MISC

...................
Haircuts Guys & Gals
$3 with WKU ID
South Central KY Barber
College of B.G. 332 College St.

...................

Are you paying too much for
computer repair? What if 1 tell
you that you can receive unlimited tech-support 24/7 & earn
money for fixing your
computer! Interested? email :
techsupport@freeautobot.com

...................

...................

...................
Get Paid For Your Opinions!
Earn $15-$125 and
more per survey!
www.dollars4opinions.com

...................

Fraternities • Sororities

Clubs • Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven
CampusFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our programs
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dales are
filling quickly, so get with the program! It works. Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundrajser.com

Part-Time Temporary
Light Industrial
Lord Corporation is a privately held $450 million corporation.
Our Mechanical Products Division, a leader i!} the development,

manufacture and sale of engineered shock, vibration and motion
control products has an immediate opening for Part-Time Light
Industrial individuals in its Bowling Green Facility.
• Flexible hours are available on all shifts. Individuals must
be available 20-25 hours per week.
• The salary will be $7.50 per hour and Holiday pay is
prorated on an annual basis.

I IELP W ANTED

...................

Part-time position available.
Nursery supervisor for
Sunday morning from 8am till
noon. Please send resume to
Christ United Methodist
Church. 7 I 6 Cavemill Rd.
Bowling Green 42104
or stop by to pick
up an application.

...................

Applications _will be a~cepted from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.,
Monday thru Fnday, for mterested candidates or you can submit
your resume to _Lord Co~oration, Human Resource Department,
2800 Pioneer Dnve, Bowling Green, KY 42101.
A Diversified Workforce Employer
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DON'T

HIS GUY.

Western freshman guard Tiff
Sang-Hyuck Park/Herald
guard Natasha Player. P t _any Porter-Talbert attempts to steal the ball from Houston
or er Talbert had four steals to go with her 25 points in the game.

ROLL: Lady Tops out-rebound Jags
CONTINUEQ

fRo,,

1 OA

to a 22-8 first-half lead against the
that her squad must limit quick Jaguars and never looked back.
baskets as well as second-chance They connected on the majority
buckets if they are to have a of_ their free throws in the opening
chance with some of the better rrunutes and finished the game a
solid 76 percent
teams on their
line.
schedule.
"It was breathtak- from"I the
told the girls
"We have to
It's good to
that if we can hit 80
take away their
percent from the
offensive transition
free
throw line, we
game," Cowles
will
put ourselves
said, referring to
- Tiffany Porter-Talbert
in
a
position
to win
Louisiana Tech,
freshman guard games," Cowles
which visits Didsaid. "Free throws
dle Arena Nov. 23.
are huge."
"If Louisiana Tech is the typical
They also help Western, and its
Louisiana Tech team, they are not shallow bench, conserve energy.
great outside shooters. But they
"We've got to hit free throws,"
do crash the boards and get two, Reese said. "If we don't hit, we're
three or four opportunities."
running, and we definitely don't
Saturday night, the undersized want to run with just eight peoLady Toppers out-rebounded ple."
Houston 52-34. Senior Shala
They also stayed out of foul
Reese led the way with 17 trouble, giving the Jaguars only
rebounds - 10 of them offensive. 13 attempts from the line all
"It helps when you have a night.
coach that played post in colThe star of the game was
lege," said Reese, who was sec- Porter-Talbert, whose name was
ond in scoring with 17 points. called over the PA system more
"All she talks about is how we' re than most expected. It could be a
sign of good things to come for
going to have a post game."
The Lady Toppers jumped out the Lady Toppers.

ing.

have the fans."

She left the game to a standing
ovation with 1:10 remaining.
She hit from all areas of the
floor, and at times, single handedly broke the press and led the transition offense. On more than one
occasion she made defenders fall
down, cutting hard to one side
and breaking a fruitless double
team.
"Of course you're going to be
nervous. That's normal," PorterTalbert said. "But you just have to
get out there and play . . . It was
breathtaking. It's good to have the
fans, because that's who you play
for. They're very supportive, and
I like that kind of atmosphere."

1 OA

come out and play well, but get a
little pay back as well."
Topper guard Mike Wells said
the Globetrotters' motivation was
evident, but talking between the
players was kept to a minimum.
"We just had a poor shooting
night," Wells said. "Everyone just
acted like young men. They were
just telling us about the game,
that's all."
The Toppers led early in the
game, but later fell victim to
experience. The Globetrott~rs
boast a roster filled with recogruzable names, including Cedric
Ceballos and Alex Sanders, who
scored 14 points each.
Ceballos, a fonner ~A talent, Jed all players with 11
rebounds.
Westem's Todor Pandov led
all scorers with 20 points. No
other Hilltopper scored in double
figures.
"I've always talked about
(Pandov) learning the game and

knowing how to use his talent to
be efficient," Felton said. "He
needed to learn how to play under
control and make a lot more positive plays than negative plays. I
thought he was the epitome of
control tonight."
Patrick Sparks was held to 3of-15 shooting for 7 points. David
Boyden was kept in an even
stronger check, attempting only
two shots.
Freshman Anthony Winchester started the game in place
of Filip Videnov. He scored only
two points but finished second on
the team with six rebounds.
Overall, Felton was pleased
with the rebounding effort and his
team's ability to stay in the game.
But the Globetrotters kept the
Toppers from working the ball
inside for most of the night.
"As hard as it was for us to
make a shot, we were in the game
all night because we were defending tough and because we were
rebounding tough," Felton said.
"But when the game was on its

Lady Tops (97)
Shala Reese 6-14 5-7 17, Leah
Lineberry 3-3 0-0 6, Leslie Logsdon 613 2·2 15, Kristina Covington 3-6 8-8
16, Tiffany Porter-Talbert 10-19 5-7 25,
Jennifer Slaughter 2-7 0-0 4, Elisha Ford
2-3 2-2 7, Tiffieny Diggins 2-4 3-7 7.

Jaguars (54)
Shawnta' Johnson 4-6 0-3 8, Jennifer
Bell 2-6 0-0 4, LaQuita Delispore 0-3 1-2
1 , Nakia Mitchell 2-5 0-0 4 , Shauna
Tubbs 3-6 2-4 8 , LaCharlotte Smith 2-5
0-0 5, Natasha Player 2-6 2-2 6, Stacey
Turner 2-5 0-0 4, Mia McCoy 1-5 0-0 3,
Andrea Jackson 3-14 1-2 8, Angela
Goodman 1-2 0-0 3.

pivot, where it could have been
won or lost, we gave them second
shots.
''If we didn't do the job we did
on the offensive glass, it could
have been a whole lot worse."
The Hilltoppers will be back in
action at 7 p.m. Saturday against
the Universal All-Stars in Diddle
Arena.
They open the regular season
Nov. 23 at Arizona.
Reach J. Michael Moore at
sports@wkuherald.com.
Toppers ( 54)
David Boyden 1-2 0-0 2, Todor Pandov 68 8-9 20, Anthony Winchester 2-7 4-6 9,
Mike Wells 2-10 0-2 6, Patrick Sparks 315 0-1 7, Caleb Halcomb 0-2 2-2 2,
Kevin Massiah 1-3 0-0 2, Nate Williams
3-7 0-2 6.

Globetrotters (69)
Solomon Hughes 2-4 2-2 6, Reggie
Jordan 1·1 0-0 2, Todd Day 1-7 0-0 3,
Bradon Dean 2-7 0-0 6, Chudney Gray 26 2-2 6, Aundre Branch 0-2 4-5 4,
Garnett Thompson 2-2 1·2 5, Chris
Richardson 1-11-1 3, Alex Sanders 6-12
1-3 14, Olden Polynice 3-4 0-2 6, Cedric
Ceballos 6-13 2-2 14.

DO YOUR HOLIDAY SHOPPING
WITH COLLEGE GRAFFm
EARLY!
ORDER NOW FO

CHRISTMAS!

HOURS
M-F 11-5
SAT 10:30-2
796-8528

1231

*

Reach J. Michael Moore at
sports@wkuherald.com.

DROP: Felton not angry after loss
CONTIIIUEO Fno•1

1991 Talisman photos

CENTER STREET

COLLEGEGRAFFIT,.COM

MAKE SURE YOUR PHOTO IS IN
THE 2003 TALISMAN!
GO ON-LINE TO SCHEDULE YOUR
APPOINTMENT
SIMPLY LOG ONTO
wkuherald.co , click on
TALISMAN, then click on
www.ouryear.com (at the
bottom) and enter school
code 367 to reserve your
time today!
No Charge--No Sitting Fee
4-6 Poses
Caps and Gowns will be
Furnished if Desired
Senior Yearbook Photos will
be taken Monday through
Friday, November 18-22, in
DUC Room 230
Look for the DaVor postcard
in the mail next week!
*Underclassmen photos will be taken during the Spring Semester
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Notable
• If Westerns vollyeball team wins

Sports editor Kyle Tucker:
sports@wkuherald.com
Photo editor Andreas Fuhrmann:
photo@wkuherald.com

SPORTS

its last two matches, it will be 30-4
- marking the first-30-win season
in 11 years and highest winning
percentage (.882) in school history.
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Senior
Shala
Reese
scored 17
points and
grabbed 17
rebounds in
Western's
97-54 exhibition win
over the
Houston
Jaguars
Saturday in
newly renovated
Diddle
Arena.

Women's basketball

Rookie rocks, Lady Tops roll
J.

threat. The Manhattan Beach, Calif.,
native dropped 25 points on the
Jaguars, leading the Lady Toppers to a
Tiffany Porter-Talbert was unusu97-54 victory.
ally quiet before the Lady Toppers'
She also added nine
exhibition game Saturday
rebounds,
five assists and four
against the Houston Jaguars.
steals
to
her
totals.
The normally upbeat fresh"There's
something
special in
man grew solemn before her
Tiffany
Porter-Talbert,"
Western
first game in Diddle Arena.
head coach Mary Taylor Cowles
But teammates and Lady
said. "I'm not the least bit surTopper fans found out quickly
that nerves hadn't gotten the
• a ft.a prised. She is a phenomenal athGAU'D lete. She has great knowledge of
best of her.
Porter-Talbert started her
the game."
first game in uniform in the back
Porter-Talbert sparked a Lady
court and emerged as a major scoring Topper offense that shot 49 percent
BY

MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter

ti
wao
H

from the floor and a transition defense
that held the Jaguars to 35 percent
shooting for the night.
The Jaguars are 0-8 on their college tour. Their 54 points Saturday
night was their third lowest output.
Louisiana Tech, Western's opponent
for its regular season home opener,
defeated the Jaguars last week 94-52.
Western's transition 'g ame brought
an explosion of offensive production,
a welcome surprise for a team that
played only eight of nine players.
Cowles has stressed the transition
game for the entire preseason, adding

Su

ROLL PAGE

Samuel M.
Simpkins/
Herald
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Volleyball

Western clinches
third Sun Belt title
BY MICHAEL
CASAGRANDE

Herald reporter

Sang-Hyuck Park/Herald
Western Junior forward Todor Pandov defends the ball against Globetrotters forward Cedric Ceballos during an exhibition game in renovated Diddle Arena Saturday.

Men's basketball

"Fm actually relieved with the way we p/,ayed"- Dennis Felton

Trotters drop Tops in first exhibition
BY

J.

MICHAEL MOORE

Herald reporter
It had all the makings of a regular
season game.
There was electricity in the air in
revitalized Diddle Arena on opening
night, with pictures of the recent pa~t
ushering in a new era of
'
Hilltopper basketball.
•
Video boards shot memories
of last season's success across
the refurbished floor.
The highlights started with
the victory over Kentucky and
ended with Patrick Sparks' lastsecond shot in the Sun Belt
W
Conference Tournament, which
gave Western a narrow victory
over New Mexico State.
Afterward the highlight reel, members of last year's squad got their conference championship rings. But with
7-footer Chris Marcus wearing a suit
instead of a uniform, this year's edition
of the Toppers fell short in their first
game of the 2002-03 season, losing 6954 to the Harlem Globetrotters.
Western head coach Dennis Felton
didn't dwell on the negative after seeing his team shoot a miserable 29 per-

cent from the floor and commit 20
turnovers.
"I'm actually relieved with the way
we played," Felton said. "I came into
this game really uptight and worried
that we weren't playing with the defensive intensity and rebounding aggression that we needed to be suecessful."
Defense and rebounding
kept the Hilltoppers in the contest, which quickly became a
battle of wits in a night of poor
shooting.
The Globetrotters hit less
than 35 percent from the field.
It was the first time in this year's
college tour they have been kept
under 50 percent.
But steady effort and a greater presence on the boards allowed the
Globetrotters to add another victory to
their historic total and get revenge on
the Hilltoppers - the only team to
defeat them in last year's preseason
schedule.
"Obviously that was a big incentive
for us," Globetrotter head coach
Milton Barnes said. "We wanted to

H
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Thomas Cordy/Herald
Harlem Globetrotter center Olden
Polynice and Hilltopper forward Nate
Williams go after the ball in Saturday's
game at Diddle Arena.

THIRD PAGE
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Loss to Denver ends
season but gives hope
Herald reporter

n,BU

SE£

Women's soccer

BY JAY LIVELY

BG

SEE DIIDP PAliE

Equipment crashed and workers scurried as the Western volleyball team entered one of the
many construction sites around
campus yesterday. Adorned with
hard hats and ear-to-ear smiles,
the team got a tour of their renovated home, Diddle Arena
The Lady Toppers (28-4, 12-0
SBC) returned to the Hill after
capturing their third consecutive
Sun Belt East Division title by
sweeping Arkansas State (9-20,
3-10 SBC) Friday night.
But Western had little time to
savor its unprecedented feat.
Saturday, the Lady Toppers traveled 190 miles down 1-40 to battle the Lady Trojans of ArkansasLittle Rock (12-12, 8-5 SBC).
Western won in four games.
The travel-weary
Lady
Toppers returned to Bowling
Green a confident group with a
business-like attitude. They came

home with their 14th straight win
overall, which extended their regular-season conference streak to
20 wins, dating back to last year.
'1t was good to get that done,"
Coach Travis Hudson said with a
sigh. "I don't think we played
particularly well against Arkansas
State, but good enough to get it
done."
Friday night, Western found a
venue that was even more
cramped than the Preston Health
and Activities Center, where it
has played all its home matches
this season. The Lady Toppers
clinched their improbable divisional title - they were picked to
finish third in the East before the
season - at Nettleton High
School.
Amanda Schiff paced Western
with 16 kills. Amanda Cecil
added 10 kills with a .556 hitting
percentage against the Lady
Indians.
Twenty-four hours after the

A season slated with high
expectations ended on a promising note for Western, despite losing 3-0 to No. 18 Denver on
Thursday in the second round of
the Sun Belt Conference
Tournament in Mobile, Ala.
Players and coaches said they
are looking forward to next season, when they'll return all but
one player, senior forward Jenny
Klingenberg. Conference powerhouse Denver (16-1-2) loses six
seniors.
"Right now Denver is better
than us," Coach Jason Neidell
said. "But if we do a few key
things we need to do for next season, we're going to be right there
with them. Our goal next year is
to be the top team in the Sun
Belt."
But for now, Denver remains
the dominant team in the confer-

ence after winning the title game
3-0 against North Texas. The
Lady Pioneers are expected to be
the Sun Belt's sole representative
in the NCAA Tournament.
Thursday,
Western
and
Denver remained scoreless until
the Lady Pioneers netted a goal at
the 41-minute mark, taking a 1-0
lead into halftime. Denver then
struck early in the second half
with a goal in the 50th minute.
Western tried to play catch-up
the rest of the game, trying to
score while holding off the Lady
Pioneer attack. But Denevr put it
out of reach 3-0 at the 83rd
minute.
Sophomore forward Kelly
Frericks said that the final score
didn't reflect how well Western
played.
"Afterwards, some of us were
upset, but you couldn't have
asked for anything else," Frericks
SEE HOPE PAGE
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Contact:
• Page 2B and 6B:
Campus life columns
• Back Page:
What'.s' Your Story?

Diversions editor Abbey Brown:
features@wkuherald.com
Gen. assignments editor Erica Walsh:
herald@wkuherald.com
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Finding
her place
Olive Hill freshman Sheila Boggs has settled
into her home away from home on the Hill
Part two ofa three-part series

photos by Samuel M. Simpkins/ Herald
Olive HIii freshman Sheila Boggs deals with the newness of college. Above: Boggs hangs out with her boyfriend, Mt. Washington sophomore Jason Samuels.

"It was too much studying... I hadn't
even had English yet either," she said.
Herald reporter
But class work and tests haven't been the
"For the joy of the Lord is your only thing on her mind.
strength." - Nehemiah 8: 10b.
Bowling Green is very different from
These are the words Sheila Boggs sees Olive Hill - which is home to about 2,000
every morning when she stares into the mir- people and is miles from a Wal-Mart.
ror. She taped them there and surrounded
"I like being able to go to the Wal-Mart
them with family snapshots.
more than once a month," she said.
The Olive Hill freshman lives on the
The people at Western have helped her
third floor of McCormack Hall. She had make it through her time away from home.
never been away from home for more
She fills a lot of time hanging out with
than a week when she came to Western her boyfriend of three weeks, Mount
this fall.
Washington sophomore Jason Samuels.
Now, after having three roommates and
''We roller blade ... we play pool at
dropping a German class, the first semester DUC," she said. "It's good to always have a
of her college career is almost over.
buddy to eat with."
"Since the third week of school I was
She says being involved with the Baptist
like 'I'm settled in,"' she said.
Student Union is "extremely important" and
The road to settling in was a little rocky. attends a weekly bible study and worship
Her first roommate switched rooms and her service.
"I think she's settled here really well,"
second roommate dropped out of school.
Boggs also dropped a German class ear- Samuels said.
Boggs is also 3rd floor representative
lier this semester.
BY ADRIANE HARDIN

()

(I

and intramural coordinator for McCormack
Hall council.
Boggs' roommate Hillary Hess, a Sea
Girt, N.J., sophomore, is an art major and
Boggs is also interested in art so the room is
plastered with prints and original artworks.
"I like abstract painting," Boggs said
gesturing to the multi-colored jigsaw-like
designs hanging over her bed.
Painting is her hobby, but she has other
interests as well.
"I'm thinking maybe about taking an
equestrian class, but I don't know," she said.
With a major in recombinant genetics,
she has a while before graduation in 2006.
She knew from a very early age that she
was interested in medicine.
"When I was little my parents told me
nobody was perfect, so I thought they meant
everybody was sick and needed a cure," she
said.
It became her mission to find that cure.
Her parents cleared up the misunderstanding, but Boggs was stuck on the idea of

helping people.
Her major requires advanced work in
science which has her a little worried.
"I love experiments ... but I'm worried
about chemistry," she said.
She will tackle Biology 113 and a biology and chemistry Jab next semester. She will
also take a course in philosophy that focuses on love and friendship.
Boggs has juggled relationships and
class work this semester - but she doesn't
seem to mind.
"She has handled things pretty well, she
seems to enjoy her activities," Hess said.
The only inconvenience is lack of transportation.
She doesn't have a car, so when she feels
the need to go home she catches a ride.
Not that she feels that need often.
She calls Western home and hasn't been
back to Olive Hill since fall break.
Reach Adriane Hardin at
features@wkuherald.com
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RUS.Sfil H. MILLER THEATRE· IVAN WILSON ANE ARIS CENTER
PERFORMANCES AR.E NOVf.MBER. 14, 15, 16, 18 & 19 @ 8PM

wrrn MATINEES ON NOV™BER 16 & 17@ 3PM
TlCKLf UNL • 745·3121

Downing University Center (DUC) is a component of the Division of
Student Affairs and Campus Services
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CRU helps fo
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friendships

io), [.Jr, but IO times better," Hullett said.
Hullett leads one of the group Bible studies..
, .!akly said students are drawn towards
Imagine a room full of rnergized and excited '·' '11pus Crusade for Christ for a number of reastudents ready to worship and :_iraise, all forming a v ,ns.
common bond with the same interest.
·'Students create or are looking for real authen"We are an organization that is a movement of tic relationships, but the hope that Jesus Christ precollege students that are committed to the trust of sents, draws people towards Him," Weakly said,
Jesus Christ and the hope that He brings to col"And I hope and think that this is the real reason
lege students," Campus Director Thomas
that brings students."
WeaklyWeakly said.
The organintion is non-denominaMany students in this organization are
tional and open to everyone. lt offers a
involved in the different campus ministries
number of difTerent activities. One activithat Campus Crusade for Christ has to
ty that brings more than 150 students
offer.
every night is CRU, a weekly meeting
Merideth Hullett, a senior from Clarksville,
comprised of worship, fellowship, and bibliTenn., has been involved in Campus Crusade for
cal lessons.
Christ since her freshman year.
"CRU is only a small portion of what else
During high school, Hullett was actively in- Campus Crusade for Christ has to offer," Weakly
volved with a youth group at her church and feared said. "It's like seeing the face of someone for the first
that when she arrived in college she would lose time, but knowing there's much more."
Besides CRU, Campus Crusade for Christ also
contact with everything she had learned - her
relationship with God and close Christian relation- offers weekly prayer and worship, bible studies,
social events and conferences.
ships.
"I decided to go by myself to CRU and check it
out, and it turned out to be exactly what I was look- Reach Megan Engle atfeatures@wkuherald.com.
BY MEGAN ENGLE

Herald repr ~fer

Fielder Williams Strain/Herald
.
utine during rehearsal for
Adam Perry, a senior from Speedwell, Tenn., wor_ks on his tap ro M·ller Theatre in the
1
the musical "A Chorus Line.," opening Thursday 1n the Russel_l H ·
$B Call 7 4 5_
fine arts center. Reservations are highly recommended, and tickets are
·
3121 for more information.

www.WKUHERALD.COM

Ho, Ho, Hold On!!
Check out the deals at DUC!
2nd Annual WKU Arts & Crafts Fair
Sponsored By Downing University Center

Friday, November 22, 2002
3rd Floor Mezzanine
9:00 a.m. - 6:00 p.m.
FOR INFORMATION CALL
745-5793

FREE pictures with Santa Claus
FREE face painting from 4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Door Prizes will be drawn about every 30 minutes
*you do not have to be present to win

Refreshments will be served.

DUC is a member of the division of
Student Affairs & Campus Services.

J.

You can shop for the follo .
.
vendors: herbal product
. wing items, from 35+
items, plastic canvas ;, painted wooden items, sewn
embroidery items
~on, _scrap booking supplies,
ornaments, baked g,oodan pai~ted items, snowmen,
s, ceramics .
handmade _soap, one stroke . , _Jewelry, note cards,
crocheted items Bea t
painting on wood/glass,
·
'
u
Y
Contr
O I, Mary Kay wood
fi
era ts, gift baskets ~1 d
' n se glass
'
baby blankets, and much
, purses, pillows, pins,
'much more.
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Campus police

How Important Is
Your Safety?

Force hires two new officers
BY JOSEPH LORD

Herald reporter
Rich~d Mackin is stepping through the looking
gl~ss this semester. The junior from Belair, Md.,
will make the transition from Western student to
campus police officer.
The new position fulfills a goal for Mackin, a
former deputy jailer at Warren County Regional
Jail.
"It's been one of my longtime dreams," he said.
"I was really ecstatic. It's something I've been trying to get for a while."
Campus police hired two new officers last
month, filling all of its positions for the first time
since Chief Robert Deane came to Western in

2000.

With the idea of
guns at Western,
SGA wants to
know what you
think about
campus safety.
YIORllM

Come and Speak
your mind at our

Mackin has already completed his first week of
training at the Department of Criminal Justice
Training Center in Richmond. He' 11 be in uniform
on the Hill in 15 weeks.
Virgil Blanton of Flint, Mich., is also new to the
Hill. He started with campus police yesterday,
Deane said.
.
Blanton has worked for the Flint Police
Department, University of Michigan Police
Department and the campus safety department at
Baker College.
Blanton learned of the openings at Western
from fami ly in Bowling Green and the Internet, he
said.
He said Western is a good fit for him.
"I really like the area, and I read about the programs they have there for students and faculty,"
Blanton said. "I was really impressed."
Deane said Blanton will be "grandfathered" into
police officer certification, meaning he will not

Campus Activities Board
~

,"

,

~

have to complete the entire process because of his
experience.
He will still have to complete a 48-hour course
at the training center in Richmond, said campus
police Capt. Eugene Hoofer.
Both new employees will begin as patrol officers.
Deane said Blanton and Mackin were chosen by
a committee consisting of a captain, patrol officer, communications personnel, staff member and a
sergeant.
"We try to get a combination of input from all
levels of the department," he said.
Blanton will bring experience and maturity.
Mackin will bring youth and enthusiasm, said
Hoofer, who chaired the selection committee.
Mackin's familiarity with the campus also
helped land him the job, Hoofer said. For Blanton,
it was his background.
Blanton has 20 ye~s of experience in police
work. His last position with the Flint deprutment,
which he retired from last year, was as a member
of the bomb squad and as president of the Flint
Police Officers Association.
Deane said the new officers were subject to several interviews, physicals, a drug screening, psychological tests and background checks before
they were hired by campus police.
They were chosen from about 40 applicants,
Deane said.
Mackin and Blanton will go through 10 weeks
of field training before they begin patrolling the
Hill alone, Deane said. They will also be on
mandatory probation for one year.

Reach Joseph Lord at news@wkuherald.com.

'

Comedian coming to Western
BY CASSIE RILEY

Herald reporter
Students are in store for a good laugh
Thursday night. Comedian Jim Breuer is coming
to Western.
Breuer, a former Saturday Night Live comedian and star of the comedy "Half Baked," will perform at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Downing
University Center Theatre.
The Campus Activities Board paid $20,000 to
bring Breuer to campus.
CAB lecture chair Jason Seay has been a fan
of Breuer since "Half Baked" came out in 1998.
He helped arrange Breuer's visit.
Seay said Breuer's act should last at least one

hour and will include a stand-up act and a possible "story" or two.
"We want someone that has lots of appeal, and
I think he has it," Seay said.
CAB Chair John Bradley is expecting the
event have a large turnout. CAB had to get as
large a venue as it could find for the show, he
said.
Since the theatre has a maximum capacity of
800 students, Bradley recommended that those
who want to see Breuer arrive early.
Seay said CAB hopes to bring in Dave
Chappelle, another star of "Half Baked," next
semester.

Reach Cassie Riley at news@wkuherald.com.
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Horticulturalists turn Hill into jungle with elephant ears
BY DAVE SHINALL

Herald reporter
Horticulturalists John and Karen
Potter have turned lobbies, hallways
and stairwells across campus into tropical winter wonderlands.
From mid-October until mid-April,
the two alumni winter their alocasia
plants indoors at Western.
"This is our contribution," Karen
Potter said. "We don't have large
amounts of money to give, so we decorate Western during the winter."
This semester, the Potters are housing 322 alocasias in a dozen buildings
al Western.
At the bottom of the Hill, the Potters
scattered the plants through Tate Page
Hall, the Academic Complex and
Diddle Arena.
The plants are called elephant ears
because of their big, heart-shaped
leaves. Many stand more than eight feet
tall.
"Some were over 10 feet tall," John
Potter said. "We trimmed them tremendously just to bring them in here
because we couldn't get them in the
truck."
Elephant ears line the front hallway!
in Thompson Complex and also ring•
Hardin Planetarium's circular hallway.

Three plants push against the glass
at Java City.
In the Environmental Sciences and
Technology Building, alocasias decorate the foyer.
The Potters also turned glassed-in
stairwell landings at Gordon Wilson
Hall into alocasia terraces.
The heat, humidity and sunny,
glassed-in lobbies and stairwells of
campus buildings make ideal greenhouses for the plants.
''They like the tropics," John Potter
said. "That's why here in Gordon
Wilson they do just fine."
The couple got permission to decorate campus interiors from Facilities
Management last year.
They transplant alocasias from their
two-acre farm on Cemetery Road into
18-inch-diameter plastic pots and haul
them to their winter homes on campus.
"It took five Ryder trucks and a
truck and trailer to get them up here,"
Potter said. Transplanting and transporting the plants cost the couple hundreds of dollars.
"We don't have an exact figure yet,
but we're looking for the long-term
effect," he said.
The plants not only survive, but
actually thrive while they winter at
Western. They' re sold at higher prices

the next spring.
People pay $69 for a 3-foot alocasia
and up to $222 for an 8-foot plant,
Potter said.
LaGrange sophomore Samantha
Ragland had no idea where the plants
came from. She lives in McCormack
Hall and wants to take an alocasia home
with her.
"They just appeared all at once," she
said. "I want one for my dorm room."
Bardstown
senior
Brandon
Copeland,
Student
Government
Association's vice president of
Administration, said he is grateful for
the Potter's alocasias.
''They lighten the environment and
make it much more aesthetically
appealing," he said. "They're kind of
big, but'otherwise they're a nice touch." t,;.;.,k~=....._....1..........:....~:..........~~~.._..._~= Nina Greipel/Herald
Not all students think so.
nee
a
week
to water their
O
.
.
Turning campus interiors into tropi- John Potter and his wife, Karen, come to c~mpus
1948 when
cal rain forests bothers Sally Potters, a 309 Alocasia plants. The plants have been m the family since .
John's mother, who was a teacher in a two-room school, was given one.
sophomore from Connersville, Ind.
"Now, I guess, I'm used to them, but
they're just kind of annoying and in the
The thousand alocasias they grew cormlets.
"We call them Klingons, because
way," she said. "Maybe if they were this year all descended from the famionly
a mother could love something
smaller, it wouldn't be as big of a deal." ly's first plant.
that
ugly,"
John Potter said.
The Potter's alocasias are heirlooms.
The couple grew them in drip tubes
"The first plant came into my hus- on a vaulted, quarter-acre barn roof.The
band's family in 1948 or ' 49," Karen 8-foot alocasias spring from roots that Reach Dave Shinall at
sprout first into ugly, wrinkled, little news@wkuherald.com.
Potter said.
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µalk Of The Town Nails
Sculpture Nails • Acrylic Nails •
Airbrush Design • China Silk
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manicure with a

full set or filling.

1559 31-W By Pass

Meghan Anderson
Missy Barrett
Bridgette Brown
Krista Csoke
Meredith Gruebbel
Hilary Gunn
Ashley Harris
Amanda Kordenbrock
Sarah Neikirk
Jennifer Obert
Jessica Obert

Casey Potts
Amanda Reed
Katie Wood
Trish Davis
Susan Hickerson
Lindsey Ransdell
Stephanie Spurlock
Emily Toungate
Deidra Carr
Anna High
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Plaza Shopping Center
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Closed Sunday
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I:• AND ALL OURS,
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842-8807

this is us. we make sure that vou have tun
stuff to do on campus. like Hilloween and
Vallevpalooza. And lceT, Bill Bellamv, and
Jim Breuer. And all the bands that come here.
Movie nights at DOC? That's us, too.

This is tor vou. we need vou.
All those cool cats that have
been planning this stuff have
to graduate sometime. so ii
vou want to have vour sav in
who comes to campus and
what events we have tor
YOU, the student bodv, then
sign up tor CAB todav! You'll
have something to put on
vour resume, make some
monev, and vou might even
have agood time doing it!
Fill out this appli~ation,
attach vour resume, and
drop it off in DOC 315. Do
it NOW belore all the good
stuff gets taken!

Positions available
Treasurer
Public Relations Director
Special Events Chair
Concert Chair

Lecture Chair
,
Minoritv Student Interest Chair
Niteclass Chair
4th Floor Chair
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Helping

ands
Sigma Chi joins forces with
Habitat for Humanity to build a home
BY JOCELYN ROBINSON

Herald reporter
On
an
unusually
warm
November morning, the brothers
of Sigma Chi gathered in front of a
half-finished house on Stubbins
Street.
,
The house, started last August,
is be ing built by Habitat for
Humanity. For their part, the
Sigma Chi's helped with shingling
the roof, insulating the outer walls
and installing the doors and windows.
"I like to get out and help," said
Glasgow senior Mackay Dickerson. "It's our chance to show it's
not just about playing and partying
with the guys."
The brothers stood around the
yard, drinking juice and eating
do ughnuts. They listened to Marilyn King, executive director of
Habitat for Humanity, give instructions about what they were going
to do to get their hands dirty.
This is the second Habitat house
that Sigma Chi has helped build.
Members who participated in
the event last year, were excited
about their work, said Randy
Bracey, the group's chapter adviser.
"They' re the ones who said,
' Let's do it again this year,"'
Bracey said.
Working with Sigma Chi last
year was "a good experience for
us," King said. "They do good
work, and we knew that."
The group of about 40 brothers
divided into crews and got to work.
Wearing construction belts and

carrying hammers, one crew scampered up to the roof, while others
prepared to wrap the house in insulation.
Working alongside Sigma Chi
were site supervisors, who were
there for safety reasons and to
make sure the projects were completed properly.
Freda Hazel, the future owner
of the house, also worked with
Sigma Chi.
Hazel went through the same
process all other Habitat homeowners go through - 375 hours of
"sweat equity." The hands-on
involvement in the construction of
their own house and the houses of
future homeowners is a requirement for all Habitat for Humanity
homeowners.
"Habitat is a hand up, not a
hand out," King said. "People have
to work for it."
Over the sound of hammer
pounding, the brothers of Sigma
Chi joked with each other. They
argued over what radio station to
listen to and shot staple guns at
each other.
" It's hard not to have fun," said
Louisville sophomore Steve Liesinger.
Hazel and her daughters sat
nearby and laughed at Sigma Chi's
jokes.
"1 Jley sure are silly," Hazel
said.
But even with the jokes, the
group worked hard.
"It may not look like it, but we
have gotten things accomplished,"
Liesinger said.
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If it weren't for volunteers like
Sigma Chi, the Habitat ho uses
would never get built, said Jim
Shanahan, a member of the Habitat
for Humanity Board of Directors.
"When they're finished, their
satisfaction level is pretty high,"
Shanahan said. "They've helped
someone get a house who's probably never had one before."
Late in the afternoon, Sigma
Chi had almost completed their
tasks. A few brothers remained on
the roof, trying to finis h shingling
one half of the roof.
"This was a great experience,"
Liesinger said.
Hazel said that most of the help
has been fro m Western students.
"I appreciate their help a lot,"
she said. "They've got a lot of
work done today."
Reach Jocelyn Robinson at features@wkuherald.com.
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Price Chambers/Herald
Loulsvflle sophomore Matt Hawkins, right, and Bowling Green freshman Dash Lovan, center, work on the roof of a house
Saturday in Bowling Green. The two were working with other Sigma Chi fraternity members on a Habitat for Humanity house.
Lovan uses an air hammer to nail down shingles as Hawkins holds them in place. This is the second year Hawkins has participated. "This gives us a chance to help out people in the community less fortunate than us," he said.

Czech facial leaves
tourist a little flushed
This story is a little embar- and forehead with a circular
rassing - all ri ght, it's really motion. This lasted about 45
embarrassing. I even contem- minutes.
plated whether I should tell
I thought to myself, "OK,
anybody, let alone write about this is good, but I'm ready for
it in a college newspaper. my massage."
Then I figured - what the
Partially out of it because
heck.
of my relaxed state of mind, I
Studying abroad has its thought she was motioning me
perks, but the language barrier to flip over for my massage.
isn't one of them. During my
I was wrong.
travels to the Czech Republic,
As she took the towel off
I was interestingly initiated that was wrapped around the
into the culture.
top part of my head to prevent
The females on our study the lotions from seeping into
abroad trip were
my hair, she said,
brought to a cos"Massage
metology house to
upstairs." She then
set up an appointleft again to let me
ment for inexpenget dressed.
sive - really inexOh, how embarpensive - beauty
rassed I was. I've
treatments. For $3,
never been so
the price of a good
humiliated in my
c appuccino,
we
life. My heart becould get a facial
gan pounding, and
AMBER SIGMAN
and massage.
my cheeks became
commentary
I was amazed. I
rosy, either from
was so pleased to
the massage or my
brag to Mom and
nudity - or both.
Dad back home about the barSo now I realized I was in
gain combo I was going to the wrong department for my
receive, especially when long-awaited bargain massage
compared to the American - some bargain.
price of $60 for a massage
I went upstairs to get my
alone .
real massage, but the shop was
I walked in to the appoint- closed.
ment and a Czech lady who
My friend Ashley was next
spoke little English greeted in line to receive her "facial
me.
massage," but I forewarned her.
"Ahoj," she said, meaning
"Whatever you do, don' t
" Hello" in Czech.
· take off your clothes," I said.
That much of their unique
I swore to myself I would
lang uage I could make out.
never reveal to anyone the
She led me into a room humiliation I encountered that
with a massage-type bed and day. But I eventually couldn't
pointed to a set of sheets resist, because I knew my
which sat on top of a banister. traveling buddies would get a
She the n left the room, kick out of this one.
closing the door after her.
That poor woman who gave
I took this as my cue to get me a facial, she must have
undressed. I propped myself thought, "Crazy American."
face- up on the cooshy table,
I guess that sheet was just
smiled and closed my eyes as to keep me warm and cozy in
l awaited her arrival.
case I w,as cold - oops.
Reacli , Amber at fea She came in and sat down
tures@wkuherald.com. But if
next to me.
"Facial. Massage," she you're planning to study
abroad this winter; she's probsaid in broken English.
I e xcitedly agreed. She ably not the best person to ebegan to rnb my cheek bones mail for advice.

Price Chambers/Herald
Sigma Chi fraternity members learn how to roof a new house with Tom

Sanders, left, who has worked for Habitat for Humanity for 10 years and
has helped build 38 homes.
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LIVE IN PE:F<SON

TOM PETTY ~~f HEARTBREAKERS

Campus life

Prospective dropout
favors Bahamas over BG
As my peers complained about
Also, overly intoxicated people
their classes during my freshman
are annoying. I know someone,
year, I recall myself speaking of the
who'll remain nameless, who
college experience.
made quite the spectacle of her"Going to class is a small price to
self at a recent quaint social
pay to get this kind of life experiHalloween gathering. Dressing up
ence."
like Britney Spears is one thing.
I bet there's a handful of readers
Acting like her is another.
right now wondering what kinda
Now I'm not guilty of anything
crack I was on and where they can
like the above. Sigh. Heck, I don't
get it.
AMY ROBERTS
even like parties. I usually
Let's shift a year forward.
commemary
rearrange my sock drawers on
I haven't been to astronomy in
Thursday nights.
three weeks, math is going to be the
Can we talk about parking?
death of me, and since I've changed my major
I enjoy parking here. It gives me the
from journalism to textiles and merchandis- utmost satisfaction, about as much as my
ing, the taunting of my roommate is endless.
mom calling me at 7:30 on a Saturday mornShe's convinced my life's high point is ing.
going to be folding clothes at
I'm going to start parking on the
Express when I'm 40.
wide sidewalk right in front of
There's some other stuff weighZacharias Hall and see what they
ing on me.
about
do. I figure after they tow me
Forget about Saddam Hussein's
enough they'll get tired of coming
plot against the United States for a
to campus, and I'll get a private
enjoy
moment. Let's focus on the universpace in the front row of the
sity's plot to keep students here as
Pearce-Ford Tower lot. I'd advise
long as possible. The best way to
you to try the same. We can all park
do this is to have every professor
in the grass, and it' II be like a
on campus schedule an exam for
Saturday afternoon football game
the same day.
- nobody in the stadium, everyone
Come Wednesday morning, stuon the lawn.
dents have the stress level that
Don't forget your hamburgers
about as
would cause Ransdell to crack.
and cups.
When a "D" is the highest grade
I've been pondering these issues
received, students are going to sericalling lately. My good ol' northern pal at
ously consider the Marines as
Central Michigan University hears
opposed to this hellacious academe and has a way to escape this
mia. Congratulations Western, on a Saturday sudden feeling of dread.
when Sally and Bobby return from
We're dropping out of school
boot camp in tears, you have their
next week and moving to the
money for an additional four
Bahamas. He's gonna open a hat
semesters.
hut, and you'll be able to find me in
My next issue with college - partying. It's ~a'grass
skirt
and coconuts selling margaritas.
I
getting old.
If you're feeling a little burnt out, come and
I know it's a national pastime, but let's join us.
review what really goes on at these shindigs.
I hear it's 85 and sunny down there right
Boy and girl meet. Boy and girl decide now.
they are perfect for each other. Boy and girl
hook up. Monday morning boy and girl don't Amy Roberts is a sophomore textiles and meracknowledge they're in English together.
chandising major from Owensboro.
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Download files in seconds.
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WHAT'S YOUR STORY?
Paul Duerson III
BY BETH SEWELL

Herald reporter
When Louisville sophomore Paul Duerson III hears a
noise outside his door, he
thinks it is one of two things
- a drunk student fumbling
their way home or the undercover FBI agent that he is certain secretly lives in Poland
Hall.
Duerson said that although
Poland residents were never
told an FBI agent was going
to live in the dorm, he and
others have theorized that's
who the unknown face
belonged to.
"After all this stuff happened with the robberies at
gunpoint and the weed that
was sent in the mail, there
have been FBI agents everywhere," Duerson said. "And
you just know when someone
moves in the dorm midway
through the semester and is
just always looking around ...
they're with the FBI."
Duerson isn't bothered by
the FBI presence he thinks
exists, but he said "the FBI"
are beginning to wear out
their welcome. He wants t'o
feel safe just like every other
student, but the "FBI's searching and surveillance" is getting in the way of Duerson's
daily life.
"One time the FBI came,
they had on their suits and all,
and they made us have a fake
fire drill so they could go in
and search our dorms,"
Duerson said. "That's an invasion of privacy."
Because of the recent magnifying glass that Duerson
feels has been placed over
Poland Hall and Pearce-Ford
Tower, he has decided to
move off-campus next semester.
Duerson said he just wants
to stay away from trouble.
And he said that although he
isn't a part of the crime wave,
he doesn't want to get pulled
in by the "undertow of investigation."
"People that aren't doing
anything shouldn't be subjected to all that stuff," Duerson
said. "I don't feel threatened,
but it is an inconvenience."
The greatest grief the
"investigation" has caused
Duerson is not the police or
"FBI's involvement," it is the
university's. Duerson said residence assistants need to be
more consistent with their
safety precautions. He said
showing your ID in the lobby
can be effective, if it is consistent.
"Sometimes they ask to see
it and sometimes they don't,"
Duerson said. "It's just a hassle when I've lived there for
over three months, and I never
know when I can just walk in
and when I have to stop, get
my ID out, show it to the front
desk and all that."
The importance of feeling
safe in the dorms has been
overshadowed for Duerson by
the importance of just living a
regular life. He's ready to
leave behind his "FBI neighbors" and move into a place
with no guns, no drugs and no
fake fire drills.
"There are just a lot of
things I have to deal with by
living in the dorms, and I'm
ready to move away from it,"
Duerson said. "I'm not looking for trouble."
Each week, Beth picks a
random person from the student directory and calls them
to ask "What's Your Story?"
Her series runs every
Tuesday. Reach Beth at features@wkuhe raid. com.
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